Southampton to San Francisco
The first leg of Arcadia’s 2020 World Cruise

3rd January 2020 – 28th January 2020
Welcome from your ORCA Cruise Conservationists:
Maëva Accart & Hazel Pittwood
It was our privilege to journey with you during the first leg of
Arcadia’s 2020 World Cruise from Southampton to San Francisco.
ORCA are extremely grateful to have been invited by P&O Cruises to
join this cruise. Our role was to help guests get the most out of their
wildlife experiences whilst on board and to collect scientific
information on whales, dolphins, porpoises and other wildlife to be
used for their conservation.
I hope you enjoy reading this report detailing some of the amazing
wildlife we encountered!

Day 1: Boarding Arcadia in Southampton
We boarded Arcadia in the afternoon and, as it was already dark by the time we departed Southampton, we did not
hold a deck watch. After getting our bearings around the ship we headed to our cabin excited for what the next few
weeks might hold in terms of sightings of wonderful wildlife!

Day 2: 4th January – day at sea between Brittany and the Northern Bay of Biscay
Calm sea conditions today meant we didn’t have to wait too long into our first deck watch to encounter our first
cetaceans: some common dolphins! We had numerous sightings of this beautifully patterned dolphin species with
small pods seen throughout the day. Most of these animals were attracted to the ship giving us wonderful views.

A common dolphin leaping out of the water coming towards Arcadia
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The first whales of the cruise eluded us because they turned up during our lecture, but we were thrilled that guests
reported having seen a minke whale! This species reaches up to nearly 10m long but they can be very elusive, often
surfacing just once or twice before disappearing out of sight. There were many ‘familiar faces’ on this cruise in terms
of guests on board who had travelled with us, or other ORCA Cruise Conservationists, on previous trips.
Prior knowledge was evident in the identification skills many guests had for the cetaceans and other animals
encountered; it was lovely to travel with so many wildlife enthusiasts among the guests we had met before and the
new guests we met on this cruise!
In terms of seabirds, we encountered Northern gannet, black-legged kittiwake, great black-backed gull and great
skua today. We were surprised to see a cormorant far out in the middle of the ocean, given that they are usually seen
in coastal waters. In addition to seeing some wonderful wildlife, we had a special encounter with P&O Cruises Oceana!
She was returning towards the UK and passed close by to greet us, enabling a great photography opportunity.

P&O Oceana passing close by on our first sea day

Day 3: 5th January – day at sea passing Portugal
The waters were calm again with an overcast sky cloaking the sea in grey. In spite of the favourable sea conditions
sightings were few and far between, but we did have a couple of interesting encounters with both whales and dolphins
today.
Mid-morning our attention was caught by some splashing and, as we edged forwards, it was evident that the splashing
was a pod of dolphins. The animals did not take an interest in approaching the ship, nor were they particularly
acrobatic, but they passed the closely enough for us to identify them as striped dolphins!

Striped dolphin (stock photo)
This species is named for the stripe running from their eye to their tail stock
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Later a blow off the port side revealed the presence of a whale, prompting guests to wonder if port was the
‘lucky side’ for the day. Having heard the shout of ‘sighting’ guests dashed over to see what was happening. The next
time the whale was seen it became apparent we were not looking at just one animal, but two; a mother and a calf!
The long, dark grey back of the mother rolled through the water, finally revealing a small, curved dorsal fin. Putting all
of the identifying features we had observed together we knew we were in the presence of fin whales!
The comparatively tiny dorsal fin of the youngster was visible alongside as they surfaced together. It was wonderful to
see this mother and calf pair travelling the ocean together and as they disappeared out of view we pondered where
they might be heading.

Fin whale calf
Fin whale mother

Main image: Fin whale mother and calf – just the dorsal fins of these animals are visible in this photo
Inset image: fin whale illustration

More striped dolphins were seen also observed today; a pod of seven off the port side and later a pod of three off
port side. A small pod of common dolphins approaching the ship were our last sighting of the day.

Day 4: 6th January – continuing our journey towards Madeira
Another day of good viewing conditions greeted us on our third consecutive sea day as we continued our journey
towards Madeira. It was a quiet day for cetaceans; guests reported seeing a pod of what they believed to be bottlenose
dolphins during our lecture and later in the day we saw a whale blow which we were unable to identify. There were
also a couple of sightings of dolphins, but they too were unidentifiable owing to their distance.
We were excited to see our first turtles of the cruise today!

An unidentified whale blow; we suspect this was either a
humpback whale or a fin whale but could not be sure
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Day 5: 7th January – Funchal, Madeira
It was a sunny but blustery day on arrival at our first port of call today. When not at sea leading deck watches or
delivering our lectures we are free to explore on land, but Hazel couldn’t resist the opportunity to get back out on the
water! She took a RIB trip and, despite rough conditions, was lucky enough to encounter a pod of
Atlantic spotted dolphins which included numerous calves. This species gets progressively more ‘spotted’ as they
mature; the calves have no spots, as you can see in the photo below.

Atlantic spotted dolphin calf seen on a RIB trip in Madeira

Some guests returned from a RIB trip reporting they had seen common, bottlenose and Atlantic spotted dolphins!
Meanwhile, Maëva explored the island on land, taking photographs of the beautiful flowers and butterflies

Hibiscus flower

Monarch butterfly

Bird of paradise flower

More Atlantic spotted dolphins were seen by guests as we departed from Madeira and began heading back out into
the open ocean. As their name suggests this species is only found in the Atlantic Ocean. They are found in warm
temperate subtropical and tropical waters; Madeira is a known hotspot for them, although they are more commonly
seen off the island in the summer.
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Day 6: 8th January – crossing the Atlantic
There was much excitement this morning when Maëva spotted a fin whale about 100m off the port side! Captain
Ashley Cook happened to be out on deck at that very moment and he kindly asked for an announcement to be made.
Guests filled the decks keen to see the animal, but after surfacing that once the whale seemed to have vanished! A
few minutes later a whale was then seen some distance off on the port side which, owing to their capability of moving
at considerable speed, we believed could have been the same animal. Some guests who had remained up on deck
were able to spot the whale; even at considerable distance the blow created when they surface to breathe reveals the
presence of these ocean giants.
Later that day another whale was seen and this one made itself well known. This humpback whale was breaching out
of the water and slapping its huge pectoral fins on the surface! Although it was quite distant, after seeing those fins
we were in no doubt about the identity of this animal; humpback whales have the largest pectoral fins of any cetacean,
measuring up to 16 feet long. As the animal breached repeatedly Hazel dashed to the aft of the ship to alert sunbathing
guests. This was the second of only two sightings today, but what a sighting it was!

Distant but definitely a humpback whale – there is no mistaking those enormous pectoral fins!

Day 7: 9th January – crossing the Atlantic
Today was a great day for turtle sightings with five green turtles recorded (an endangered species). Whilst ORCA is a
charity dedicated to the conservation of whales, dolphins and porpoises we do record other wildlife including these
amazing marine reptiles. Guests also enjoyed seeing lots of Atlantic flying fish darting out of the water next to the
ship, gliding out of what they perceived to be harm’s way. Some flicked their tails over the surface of waves to gain
further distance; they typically glide 50m but can reach up to 400m! From our vantage point high up on deck ten we
all remarked that the flying fish looked more like shimmering dragonflies.
Our only cetacean sighting of the day came in the form of a distant whale. We couldn’t be 100% sure which species it
was, but we suspect it may have been a Bryde’s whale based on our location and what little we saw of the animal.
This species is also known as the ‘tropical whale’ due to its distribution in warm-temperate waters. Unlike other baleen
whales, such as humpbacks and blue, Bryde’s whales don’t migrate to cold regions to feed.

Atlantic flying fish
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Day 8: 10th January – crossing the Atlantic
The seas were rougher today with white capped waves and spray (sea state 4) making spotting wildlife more
challenging. No whales or dolphins were seen, but we were treated to the sight of a huge leatherback turtle! The
leatherback is the largest species of sea turtle with fully grown adults reaching up to 6ft long from head to tail.
It is estimated that only 6% of hatchling survive their first year and they are classified as vulnerable under IUCN species
classification with research indicating that they are declining. How special that we encountered one. Many guests
asked what the turtles we had been seeing were doing so far from land; male sea turtles spend their entire lives at
sea, whereas females periodically return to the site where they were born to lay their own eggs. The females dig out
nests on sandy beaches and then covering them over once they have finished laying. They lay multiple clutches over
numerous weeks before returning to the ocean, leaving the hatchlings to fend for themselves.

Leatherback turtle (ORCA stock photo – credit: John Hunter)

Having had a few days with no bird sightings we were all thrilled to see a red-billed tropicbird today, even if it was
very distant! Initially it was hard to tell exactly what it was, but the benefit of digital photography meant that we were
able to get a photograph and, in discussion with the keen birders on board, determined the faint line of long, white
streamer tail feathers enabling the bird to be identified.

Day 9: 11th January – crossing the Atlantic
No sightings of cetaceans were recorded today. Whilst it may seem surprising or concerning, there is huge variation in
the seasonal distribution of whales and dolphins in accordance with the movements of their prey species and other
factors such as breeding and having their calves. Many guests asked if this was ‘normal’ but it is hard to determine
exactly what is ‘normal’ without surveying the same area of water over a long period of time. Thanks to the support
of P&O in providing us with the opportunity to be on board over many years of being in partnership we are able to do
just that.
It is also worth bearing in mind that the oceans are huge and vast and we take one line of travel over a tiny part of it;
some days we are lucky enough to encounter these creatures as we travel, other days they elude us. In terms of the
data we collect which can be used for the conservation of these animals, having the opportunity to survey the Atlantic
waters is still hugely useful even when we do not have sightings. However, it is of course more exciting when wildlife
is seen – so we crossed our fingers for tomorrow!

Day 10: 12th January – crossing the Atlantic
Having not seen any dolphins or whales during our morning deck watch, a pod of dolphins was seen by guests during
our lecture! It was fast becoming a running joke that the animals would turn up the moment we left the deck! That
being the case, we were grateful that our talks continued to be well attended on the sea days throughout the cruise.
Resuming our deck watch after lunch we saw that masked boobies had begun following the ship. These striking looking
seabirds are relatives of the Northern gannet, commonly seen in offshore waters around the UK; they belong to the
seabird family called sulidae. Many guests took an interest in these birds, asking us what they were and why they were
accompanying us. The birds followed us because we were causing the flying fish to leave the water. They were not
catching the fish whilst they were gliding, but watching for the exact point at which the fish re-entered the sea and
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within a few seconds the masked booby would dive to catch it! Why scour the ocean looking for prey when you can
follow a ship and have the prey reveal itself to you?
That keen eyesight not only helps boobies to spot prey, but also to spot each other. Their starkly contrasting black and
white plumage is thought to be an adaption to make them visibly stand out to one another. When these birds see
others of their kind behaving like they have found food they will fly over to join them in the hope that they too will get
a meal. It is remarkable that these birds have learned to use ships to their advantage in this way and it was brilliant to
observe them hunting alongside us!

Masked boobies, like gannets, have incredibly
sharp eyesight which enables them to spot their
prey underwater as they soar above the sea on
their broad, rigid wings. Once they have located
some prey (usually shoaling fish such as sardines,
herring or mackerel) it takes mere moments for
them to tuck in their wings and transform into a
streamlined arrow. They plunge-dive into the
water at a speed of up to 60mph, catching a single
fish in their long, sharp beaks. They rarely miss,
hitting their target with pinpoint precision before
floating back to the surface in a stream of bubbles
and devouring their catch.

Masked booby

Day 11: 13th January – Bridgetown, Barbados
As we came into dock in Barbados we had our first sighting of magnificent frigatebirds. With a wingspan of 7.5ft these
huge birds live up to their moniker. Even when seen silhouetted at distance they appear enormous and unmistakeable,
seeming somehow more bat like than bird. They are identifiable by their glossy black feathers, long hooked bill and
forked tail. The juveniles and females (pictured) have a white bib at their throats whilst the male’s all-black throat
plumage hides the bright red membranous sac they inflate to impress the females during the mating season. Having
marvelled at these birds, we both spent the rest of today enjoying some time off exploring Barbados.

A magnificent frigatebird – the white collar indicates this is either a female or immature bird
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Day 12: 14th January – day at sea travelling to Curaҫao
Our escort party of masked boobies was still present as we continued to send the flying fish into panicked flight, but
they were now joined by brown boobies too! A guest also reported having seen a red-footed booby, but this bird did
not stick around to join the ever increasing entourage. Some guests gathered out on deck to observe the ongoing
antics of these spectacular seabirds whilst others reported watching them from their balconies. Interestingly, the
brown boobies employed a completely different feeding technique to the masked. Whilst the masked boobies
watched for the moment the flying fish plopped back into the water and then dived in to catch them, the brown
boobies chased the fish as they skated atop the waves, skimming them off the surface before they had chance to
re-enter the sea. With the cetaceans still proving elusive it was a joy to have these amazing birds present to observe.

Brown booby

A masked booby tucking its wings back
as it prepares to dive

An Atlantic flying fish beats its tail as it skirts across the waves to evade being caught by the boobies
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Day 11: 15th January – Willemstad, Curaҫao
We came into dock in Curaҫao just after dawn. Two brown pelicans flew directly overhead, distinctive with their long
bill and retracted necks, tucking their heads in towards their bodies. Frigate birds soared and circled high above us
too, gliding effortlessly without beating their wings. Royal terns flew past with one pausing to perch on a barrier (see
photo). Terns have a distinctive, delicate flight, white-grey plumage, short legs and most have a dark patch or cap on
their heads. The royal tern is further identifiable by their thick, long, bright orange/yellow bill.
Once ashore we had the day free to wander the capital city, Willemstad. Just a few hundred metres from the ship
green iguanas could be seen sunning themselves on the rocks. These impressive reptiles gained a lot of attention from
guests passing by and, as they were barely moving, proved very photogenic!

Royal tern

Green iguana

Day 12: 16th January – day at sea travelling towards the Panama Canal
Rough conditions meant we were unable to spot any wildlife today, but with the Panama Canal to look forward to we
wondered what animals might await us tomorrow. Guests excitedly told us what they hoped to see; monkeys, sloths
and crocodiles. Hazel hoped for toucans whilst Maëva was keen to marvel at a manatee! Time would tell…

Today’s conditions were not favourable; with large waves and lots of white water this is a sea state 6/7
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Day 13: 17th January – The Panama Canal
The day that so many had been waiting for was finally upon us: transiting the Panama Canal! Many guests told us this
was their main reason for booking onto the cruise and were extremely excited about travelling through the canal for
the first time. Others, who had been through the canal before, could attest to this being a remarkable experience not
only as a feat of engineering but also for spotting wildlife. We were both excited to make ORCA history as the first
Cruise Conservationists to travel through the Panama Canal and, whilst we did not see marine mammals, there were
certainly plenty of other fascinating creatures to enjoy!
The first thing that was remarkable upon arriving on the open decks was the surrounding rainforest. An expanse of
huge trees and dense vegetation, rich and varied green as far as we could see. Taking out our binoculars the
humidity became apparent as they misted up within seconds! A guest pointed out tens of dark birds circling overhead;
these were black vultures and turkey vultures. We also observed some of these birds resting on the grass.

Black vultures on a grassy bank

Brown pelican perched on a marker

Brown pelicans were numerous, seen in flight or resting perched on
the markers. The outside decks were filled with guests marvelling at
the scenery and ex-Panama Canal Captain Ken Puckett began his
fascinating commentary as we passed under the bridge and waited
to begin our transit.
Flashes of fluttering green in the distance were flocks of small parrots
whilst keel billed toucans sat perched in trees. Once you ‘got your eye
in’ it became relatively easy to spot these black birds with bright
banana shaped beaks!
As we entered the first set of locks laughing gull were seen, along with
more brown pelicans and vultures and now frigatebirds too. Yellow
caracara were reported by a keen eyed birdwatcher and a peregrine
falcon was seen sat on top of one of the canal’s many lamps. Ospreys
were seen throughout the transit with one observed eating a huge
fish up in a tree. Scanning the trees with binoculars hoping to spot a
sloth, we saw well camouflaged iguanas. Sloths and manatees were
not seen, but guests reported spotting monkeys, capybara (the
world’s largest rodent) and even a huge American crocodile!
Keel billed toucan
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The Panama Canal

Having spent the day travelling through the canal, enjoying the amazing wildlife and scenery along the way, we passed
out of the canal and into the Pacific Ocean. The distant view of Panama City’s skyscrapers and huge brightly lit
advertising billboards starkly contrasted with the lush rainforest we had passed through. As light began to fade we
passed the many ships waiting for their turn to enter the canal and emerge the other side into the Atlantic, their lights
twinkling in the fading light as the sun descended below the horizon. Suddenly there was a splash off the starboard
side. Could it be?! Yes! There was a pod of dolphins!
We couldn’t believe our luck. After an incredible day in the canal here were our first dolphins of the Pacific. It was too
dark now to tell what species but neither we nor the few guests still present out on deck cared about their identity;
we were just thrilled to see them! As it became too dark to see anything we headed inside and hoped those dolphins
were a sign of things to come tomorrow.

Day 14: 18th January – day at sea travelling towards Guatemala
Arriving on deck this morning many guests approached us to let us know they’d seen a bird on board. On taking a look
it turned out to be a laughing gull. The bird seemed in good health and a guest said he’d seen it land on the ship that
morning so we left him/her in peace. To our relief a few hours later the gull took flight back out to the ocean.
We had great conditions for spotting wildlife today, but our first sighting was not of a whale or dolphin
but a marlin! Marlin are large fish in the family Istiophoridae which also includes sailfish and swordfish. They can grow
up to 5m in length and swim at 50mph in pursuit of prey. They are fearsome ocean predators, swiping their elongated,
hardened snout like a scythe to stun fish (such as sardines) making them easier to catch.
By the time our first deck watch ended and we had to leave the deck for our lecture there had not yet been any
cetaceans. However, on returning to the deck after the lecture, guests reported having seen some dolphins!
We were thrilled for those who had seen the animals whilst also starting to wonder whether the dolphins could sense
when our lectures were as they regularly seemed to time their appearances to coincide with them!
Charity No: 1141728
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On our second deck watch Maëva spotted a pod of
spinner dolphins off the starboard side. There were
approximately twenty dolphins within this pod and lots
of guests out on the deck were able to enjoy a fantastic
show as the animals did the behaviour they are named
for: spinning!
After that excitement it had been all quiet on the
sightings front for a while and we decided to go and get
some lunch. So, you can imagine our disbelief when we
went to sit down with our plates in the Belvedere
restaurant and saw a large pod of dolphins out the
starboard windows! As guests watched from the
restaurant we headed outside onto the aft open deck
alongside the swimming pool. Guests there were already
watching the dolphins which were very acrobatic,
leaping high in the air to the delight of everyone who
saw them.
We were able to identify this pod as more spinner dolphins.
We went back to our abandoned lunch plates, quickly ate
and headed outside to commence watch three of today.
Arriving back on deck it was now a running joke that if we
left the dolphins would surely turn up!
Laughing gull on board the ship

There were no further close sightings in the late afternoon/early evening but we did have a few unidentifiable
cetaceans. The mysterious creatures were either too far away to identify or surfaced once and then were not seen
again. Not all species are as cooperative as the spectacular spinner dolphins!

Day 15: 19th January – day at sea travelling towards Guatemala
Today got off to a truly fantastic start with a pod of spinner dolphins off the port side! A couple were spinning but the
rest were simply travelling at speed. They passed quite close by giving guests a wonderful view and we also noticed
some calves within the pod; you can see one of them in the photo below. Given their colouration (gunmetal grey all
over, no pale belly) and distinctive backwards looking dorsal fin we believe these were Eastern spinner dolphins or
Central American spinner dolphins; we were in the right area to potentially see both of these species of spinner
dolphin and those physical characteristics mentioned are identifying features for both species too.
Not long afterwards we also encountered a large pod of approximately twenty common dolphins! The majority of the
action happened in the morning with only a couple of unidentified cetaceans in the afternoon.

Spinner dolphins – note the difference in size between the adult and the tiny calf!
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Day 16: 20th January – Puerto Quetzal, Guatemala
As we docked in Puerto Quetzal we were informed there was another bird-stowaway on board, this time a
red-necked phalarope! This tiny wader breeds in the high Arctic in summer then migrates to warmer areas to feed in
winter. In their non-breeding/winter plumage their name seems confusing, but when you see their breeding plumage
it makes perfect sense.

Red-necked phalarope on board Arcadia
(non-breeding plumage – photo credit: Steve Graham)

Red-necked phalarope in Iceland, July 2019
(breeding plumage – photo credit: Hazel Pittwood)

A birding highlight today was this lone blue footed booby among the brown pelicans sat on the rocks as we entered
the port; this was the only blue footed booby seen on the cruise!

A blue footed booby sitting among brown pelicans

Day 17: 21st January – travelling towards Mexico
We were unable to hold a deck watch throughout most of today with the outer decks closed due to hurricane force
winds and rough, high seas. By the late afternoon however the conditions had calmed so much we could barely believe
it was the same day. After spending most of the day indoors we and many of the guests were keen to get outside. We
were rewarded with sightings of a pod of approximately seventeen common dolphins and later a pod of approximately
fifteen pantropical spotted dolphins, our first sighting of this species on this cruise!
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Day 18: 22nd January – Travelling to Mexico
What a difference in weather compared to yesterday. Flat calm seas and glorious sunshine meant we were feeling
optimistic for sightings. We were right to be hopeful as today provided some breath-taking wildlife encounters.
In our first deck watch we recorded eight turtles and many guests who had been desperately hoping to spot one had
their wish fulfilled. Back on deck for our second deck watch (in the afternoon, following our lecture) we hadn’t been
out long before a pod of dolphins was spotted off the starboard side. These eight pantropical spotted dolphins came
in close, surfing the waves created by our ship! They leapt together in unison and the sea was so calm they could be
observed underneath the water, turning and weaving amongst each other to get into prime position for wave riding.
In one incredible moment they even leaped over a turtle! Beams of sunlight flickered across their sleek grey forms,
dappled with the spots that give them their name. This species is identifiable not only by those spots, but also the
darker grey ‘cape’ across the top of their back, along with their distribution; they are found in warm-temperate waters
worldwide and research suggest they are one of the most abundant dolphin species in the world (global population
estimate: 1.2 million).

Pantropical spotted dolphins surfacing the waves next to Arcadia

A pantropical spotted dolphin under the water
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As if that wasn’t enough excitement, our next incredible sighting came not long after. With no forewarning of its
presence a Bryde’s whale breached off the starboard side! Luckily, having just enjoyed the pantropical spotted
dolphins, many guests were poised out on deck scanning the ocean hoping for more sightings. This meant that,
although the whale breached, surfaced once and then seemingly vanished lots of people saw it because they were
looking in the right place at the right time. This is well known behaviour from Bryde’s whales; they sometimes exhale
underwater as they come to the surface meaning there is little or no blow and they will often breach near ships. This
species can weigh over 20 tons, hence the huge splash from the breach, and grow to nearly 55ft long.

Above: The Bryde’s whale surfacing after
it breached – Maëva managed to get this
photograph of the animal’s dorsal fin!
Right: Illustration of a Bryde’s whale

Later that afternoon we encountered yet more pantropical spotted dolphins, including a pod of at least twenty and a
mother and calf, along with more turtles. An osprey flew close by and a peregrine falcon was observed following the
ship, even perching occasionally to lookout for prey. Whenever it did spot something it would take off and fly rapidly
out to sea to attempt a stealthy ambush attack. The target of its attention seemed mainly to be red-necked phalarope
and its hunting efforts proved successful at least once as we noticed it picking at something held in its talons whilst
gliding along next to the ship.

Osprey (photo credit: Mark Cockrill)
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Hammerhead shark (photo credit: Mark Cockrill)

Two other fantastic sightings for today were a hammerhead
shark and a marlin leaping out of the water!
These photographs were taken by Mark Cockrill who works
for P&O as a Technical Stores Manager. When he is not
working Mark is a keen wildlife enthusiast
and enjoys spending time out on deck.
Having been on board with ORCA teams on previous P&O
cruises and being supportive of our work, Mark has kindly
donated these and many other photos for use in this report.
You can see more of Mark’s fantastic photography via his
Facebook page: search for ‘SeaTography’
After a wonderful day of sightings we headed indoors. Whilst
it is of course very exciting for us to see whales, dolphins and
other amazing wildlife there’s nothing we ORCA Cruise
Conservationist enjoy more than helping guests to see and
enjoy these animals, especially if you have never seen them
before. We heard many people say they saw their first whale
and/or dolphins today and that really made our day!
Breaching marlin! (photo credit: Mark Cockrill)

Day 19: 23rd January – Manzanillo, Mexico
There were no sightings in the morning coming into port. On leaving Manzanillo light was already rapidly fading, but
we headed outside in the hopes we could get lucky with a sighting or two. As soon as Hazel stepped out onto the deck
on the port side she saw a dolphin breach! We walked from the back of the ship towards our regular midship deck
watch positions and guests excitedly told us they had just seen two whales off the starboard side! We were then shown
photos of the whales which we were able to identify as humpback whales, probably a mother and calf. More dolphins
also appeared, coming close to the ship. Leaping out of the water they showed themselves to be pantropical spotted
dolphins. The evening’s watch ended with a spectacular sunset before we headed indoors.
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Pantropical spotted dolphin

Day 20: 24th January – Day at sea travelling towards San Francisco
It was a busy day for sightings today, especially in the afternoon, with calm sea conditions enabling us and guests to
spot lots of animals. We had a new species for the cruise today in the form of a pod of approximately fifteen bottlenose
dolphins! They were moving together in a large circle and occasionally rapidly changing direction; this behaviour
indicates they were probably feeding, working together to herd a shoal of fish. Both of us agreed that, in our
experience of this species, they are generally not interested in coming towards larger ships, but many sailors can attest
to them readily approaching and bow riding on smaller vessels.

Four members of the bottlenose dolphin pod we saw

We also had a whale sighting relatively close to the ship. It appeared to be resting as it was very still; we think it was a
humpback whale, but we could not be 100% sure. In these cases, for our data collection we record a ‘definite’ whale
as it is more accurate than us guessing the species if we are not certain of the animal’s identity.
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We believe this animal was a humpback whale – sometimes resting whales just look like logs!

California sea lions were seen throughout the day,
although we admit they had us puzzled as to what they
were when we first saw them. They appeared to be
resting with their flippers sticking up in the air which
looked really peculiar! It wasn’t until they rolled over or
started swimming that it became obvious they were sea
lions. Pointing them out to guests on deck proved
interesting ‘what, that thing there is a sea lion?’ yes,
really!

A California sea lion with its flippers in the air

Our last sighting of the day was a fantastic encounter with a large pod of common dolphins off the port side! There
were at least 80 dolphins in the group and whilst they were spread out over a wide area they were undoubtedly
travelling together. Having also spotted them from the bridge the Captain made an announcement and guests quickly
filled the deck to watch. The sea was very calm and the pod approached Arcadia which meant lots of people were able
to enjoy the spectacle of these beautiful dolphins leaping out of the water alongside the ship.

Day 21: 25th January – Day at sea travelling towards San Francisco
Today began the same way yesterday ended: with a big pod of common dolphins! We estimated there were
approximately 100 animals within this group, including at least 20 calves. The pod approached the ship on the
starboard side, splashing and breaching. We both observed that the common dolphins in the Pacific were leaner and
far more acrobatic that the ones we had seen in the Atlantic, such as those in the Bay of Biscay.

Common dolphins
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Over the course of the rest of the day we saw more pods
of common dolphins, ranging from approximately four
to 23 animals in a group.
Having been notable in their absence over the past few
days, various gulls began to be seen as we edged ever
closer to San Francisco, including herring and ring-billed.
One of the birding highlights of the cruise came today
in the form of this black footed albatross!
Our fourth California sea lion of the day would be our last
sighting before we left the deck at sunset.
Black footed albatross

Day 22: 26th January – Day at sea travelling towards San Francisco
Whilst sightings were few and far between today we were able to add a new species of cetacean to our sightings list:
Dall’s porpoise! Maëva spotted two close to the ship off the starboard side whilst Hazel saw one later in the day off
the port side. This species can be identified by their distinctive black and white colouration and a triangular dorsal fin.
They are the only one of the seven porpoise species which is regularly found in
deep offshore waters, capable of diving to 500 metres. Dall’s porpoise
are one of the fastest small cetaceans reaching over 30mph, which
is why a ‘rooster-tail’ splash tends to be all you see of them!

Dall’s porpoise

Daylight began to fade, the decks were empty as everyone headed indoors to get ready for dinner (or continue packing
for those guests leaving in San Francisco like us) and after a quiet afternoon we decided it was time to end our final
deck. We were both on the starboard side beginning to pack up our things when suddenly there was a huge splash!
We grabbed our binoculars.
There it was again, another splash straight out in the middle distance. ‘IT’S A HUMPBACK WHALE!’ we both excitedly
said out loud in unison. We watched in awe as the animal beat its tail repeatedly on the surface.
The humpback whale must have done this at
least twenty times (a behaviour called lobtailing) and the sound of it slapping the water
was so loud we could hear it in spite of the
distance. ‘I wonder if there are other whales
around?’ Hazel said, having seen this
behaviour before, normally when there are
numerous whales travelling together. Sure
enough, moments later the captain announced
breaching humpback whales off the port side.
We dashed over and were quickly joined by
guests who had hurried up onto the outer deck
having heard the announcement. We waited a
while but saw nothing more of the whales.
A fantastic final sighting: a lob-tailing humpback whale
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With the sun setting and knowing we would not top that as a final sighting we decided to head inside and finish our
packing ready to (reluctantly) head home.
We thought back to our first humpback whale sighting of the cruise; the breaching, pectoral fin slapping whale in the
Atlantic Ocean on our first sea day after Madeira. We both agreed that there could not have been a more fitting end
to this truly unforgettable trip.

Day 22: 26th January – San Francisco
For anyone interested in wildlife, a visit to San Francisco would not be complete without a visit to Pier 39 to see
California sea lions! A dominant mature male (bull) guards his numerous females (cows) whilst other males in the
vicinity keep a wary distance. This is the most visited tourist attraction in the city and it’s not hard to see why.

A California sea lion scratches his neck with his hind flipper - the domed head shape indicates this is a mature male

Day 23: 27th January – farewell from your ORCA Cruise Conservationists!
This morning we said our goodbyes, disembarked Arcadia and made our way to San Francisco airport to go home.
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Thank you from your ORCA Cruise Conservationists
Firstly, we would like to give our thanks to guests on board Arcadia’s 2020 World Cruise; It was a real privilege to share
this incredible experience with you. Whether you disembarked in San Francisco as we did or you continued onwards,
we hope you enjoyed your cruise and that our presence helped you to make the most of the wonderful wildlife
encountered! If you have any feedback please email: info@orcaweb.org.uk
Thank you also to Captain Ashley Cook and all crew on board Arcadia, particularly to Wilton, Nick and the
production/entertainment team who kindly facilitated the delivery of our lectures on board.
ORCA extend our sincere gratitude to P&O Cruises for providing us with this opportunity to showcase the incredible
wildlife to guests and for enabling us to collect vital scientific data for the conservation of cetaceans
(whales, dolphins and porpoises) and other marine animals.
ORCA is one of the UK’s leading whale and dolphin conservation charities, dedicated to the long-term protection
of whales, dolphins and porpoises (collectively known as cetaceans), and their habitats.
For more information about us, please visit our website: www.orcaweb.org.uk
For a map of all of our sightings, please see the next page!
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